
Day 4  

To write a story 

In addition to the plan and vocabulary techniques, there is also a modelled teacher write which you can use.  

Part of 
the story 

What happens Vocabulary/descriptive 
technique 

Modelled Teacher Write  

Opening We are introduced to 
Bradley, the keeper of 

the keys. He takes his 
job incredibly 
seriously but has 
never been trusted 
with the knowledge of 
what the keys are 
actually for.  

- Bradley’s super-
human ability to 

smell danger 
approaching 

- Ghostly, 
mysterious, 
ominous forest 

- The leaves danced 
in the ethereal 
breeze 

 

Leaves danced in the delicate breeze as it made its 
way through the ghostly, mysterious and ominous 

forest. All that could be heard was a gentle rustling 
and the rippling of a red and white scarf tied 
loosely around the neck of a boy. 
Bradley perched precariously on a gnarled branch, 
feet swinging backwards and forwards, high over 
the pinecone littered floor. Feeble rays of moonlight 
glittered off his glasses and illuminated his thick, 
white jumper. Furthermore, a set of individual silver 
keys strung up on his branch twirled like ballerinas; 
seemingly omitting a soft glow. 
Pursing his lips as he surveyed his peaceful home 
amongst the trees, Bradley thought once again 
about his duty to protect the keys. But what were 
they for? He had asked himself this question a 
hundred times and still he didn’t know. But what he 
did know was that his ability to sense danger 

before it arrived, must have been the reason why he 
was chosen.  



Build up Bradley begins to 
sense mysterious 
happenings all around 
him. He is unsure 
who or what is 
approaching but 
begins to ready 
himself for an 
impending invasion.  

- All around him, 
Bradley could 
sense… 

- The forest was 
no longer as 
silent as a 
graveyard 

- Bradley’s eyes 
darted around 
nervously as his 
training began to 
kick in 

The hairs on Bradley’s neck suddenly rose sending a 
shiver down his spine; this could mean only one 
thing. All around him Bradley could sense that 
something was not right. He didn’t know who or 
what it was, but something was getting nearer and 
the feeling in the pit of his stomach was getting 
stronger.  
The atmosphere in the forest had changed. It was 
no longer as silent as a graveyard; whispers began 
to echo across the clearing and strange unnerving 
voices could be heard.  
Bradley’s eyes darted nervously all around yet in 
his head he was strangely calm as he remembered 
the training he had received long ago.  

Problem Suddenly, out of the 
shadows, a gang of 
goblins viciously start 

swiping for the keys.  

- Bradley sprang to 
life 

- Enemies whirled: 

limbs snatching 
violently; tails 
swishing brutally;        

Then he saw them. Small, dark figures began to 
emerge from the treeline. They growled to each other 
as they took slow deliberate steps and then the 

moonlight highlighted grotesque, evil faces.  
Ripped and torn pointy ears; beady red eyes; long 
hooked noses and smirking thin mouths of a gang 
of goblins. They looked at each other, back at 
Bradley and then began to run towards him.  
Bradley sprang to life and plummeted to the soft 
floor. Rising up from one knee, Bradley coolly 
stared at the figures rushing towards him.  
A thin, snarling goblin - skin pock-marked and dirty 
– arrived at Bradley first. Its claws headed 
towards the defender’s head. Bradley lightly stepped 
to his left, then thrust his knee forwards sending it 
crunching into the face of the rushing goblin. There 



was a sickening, squelching noise and still flying 
forwards, it rolled like a ragdoll onto the floor 
motionless behind Bradley. The other goblins slowed 
and seemed to hesitate. Then with a scream they 
descended on Bradley. Enemies whirled; limbs 
snatching violently; tails swishing brutally in a 
melee of chaos.  

Resolution Despite Bradley’s best 
efforts to fend them 
off, some of the 
goblins are able to 
reach the keys. 
However, once 
touched by the goblin 
hands, the mysterious 
objects begin to glow 
and cause the sinister 

creatures to run 
screaming with their 
skin burning.  

- The air was filled 
with the scent of 
menace. 

- The villains were 
so close now, 
Bradley’s tongue 
could almost 
taste the 
disgusting musk 
of goblin. 

As if in some sort of majestic yet violent dance, 
Bradley struck his enemy with blow after blow. 
Fists, elbows and feet struck the goblins sending 
them spinning to the floor. Bradley could almost 
taste the disgusting musk of the creatures as they 
rounded on him again and again.  
Despite Bradley’s best efforts to fend them off, 
pointy fingers grasped at the magical keys swinging 
from the branch above their heads. Long nails 
swiped and they clamoured to get their treasure. 

Feeling exhausted, Bradley glanced over his shoulder 
to see a taller green goblin reach up and grasp a 
key. Panic filled Bradley’s chest, but no sooner had 
he started to think that he had failed, then 
something incredible happened.  
The goblin, with a foul, yellow smile on its face 
looked at the key it had in its hand. But the smile 
faded as a bright light shone from the key. It sent 
a searing pain into the goblin’s hand and it 
screamed in anguish. Dropping the key to the floor, 
it moaned and held its red raw hand. The goblin 
turned on its heel and ran away into the trees. The 
other goblins stopped and stared at the series of 



keys glowing menacingly. Then, in a flash, it was 
all over. 

Ending The forest is once 
again quiet but 
Bradley knows the 
goblins will be back 
soon and will now 
know how to prepare 

more thoroughly for 
their attack … 
 

- With the utmost 
care and 
attention, Bradley 
began to plan his 
next steps… 

- Exhausted, 

Bradley took 
solace in this 
temporary victory.  

Shoulders heaving up and down, perspiration 
dripping from his nose, Bradley climbed carefully 
back onto the gnarled tree branch. The forest was 
quiet once again. He adjusted his scarf around his 
neck and thought about what had happened.  
Exhausted, Bradley took solace in this temporary 

victory, but he knew that they would be back again 
soon. And this time, they would be better prepared. 
He would have to prepare thoroughly too, as keeper 
of the keys, he had to be ready for anything.  
  

 


